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NITON AND WHITWELL PARISH COUNCIL 
 

MINUTES OF A MEETING OF THE PLANNING COMMITTEE HELD 
ON MONDAY 2nd August 2021 at 7:15 PM 

               
PRESENT: Councillors T Addison, S Biles, J Boileau Goad, S Burridge (Chairman), C Critcheson, J Hill, W. 
Loader, A Logan,  L Sheerin   
  
IN ATTENDANCE: Bob Seeley M.P., K McLaren (Clerk to the Council)  
 
MEMBERS OF THE PUBLIC 
Approximately 100 people attended the meeting. A list of Material Considerations for Planning was offered 
to everyone in attendance. Except for two people, members of the public were there to voice their 
objections to the planned application, number 21/00793/OUT.   
 
Several people said that they found the planning portal extremely difficult to navigate, with downloads of 
documents taking up to an hour. They would like this pointed out to the IW Council 
 
Comments and objections are included in the appendix that form part of these minutes, along with Bob 
Seely’s contribution to the meeting. 
 
Six members of the public stayed for the duration of the Parish Council’s Planning Meeting. 
 
P1/08/21 APOLOGIES: 
Ben Attrill 
 
P2/08/21 DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST: 
In addition to the Parish Council, Cllr Critchison also sits on the Planning Committee. Cllr Critchison 
explained to Members that she is staying neutral and not predetermining her thoughts on this plan at this 
meeting. By doing so, she will be able to represent the Village if the planning proposal goes to the Planning 
Committee. 
 
Cllr Loader and Cllr Sheerin both declared a personal interest due to the proximity of the development to 
where they live. 
 
P3/08/21 PLANNING APPLICATION 21/00793/OUT 
The Parish Council discussed the application to build 54 dwelling houses at Ladyacre Farm, Niton and the 
public’s comments prior to the planning meeting. Members agreed to Object to the planning application. 
 
Resolved: The Clerk will submit the Parish Council’s objection and comments to the IW Planning 
Department on the 5th of August. Full details of these comments are in the appendix that forms part of these 
minutes. 
 
There being no further business, the Chairman thanked everyone for attending the meeting and declared 
the meeting closed at 20.25pm 
 
 
 
 
 
Signed………………………………………………. Date…………………………………………………………… 
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APPENDIX TO MINUTES 
 

Planning Application 21/00793/OUT  
Niton and Whitwell Parish Council – Comments submitted to the IW Council Planning Dept. 
 
These are the Parish Council’s initial comments within the prescribed timeframe; however, the Parish 
Council intends to make further observations should the application proceed. 
 
Niton and Whitwell Parish Council OBJECTS to this application because of the following Material Planning 
Issue’s: 
 
Flood Risk: The Isle of Wight Council Flood Strategy was last undertaken in 2016 and is up for review on 
the 31st of July 2021. The Flood Strategy clearly states that Church Street is at risk of flooding; drainage in 
Church Street and Rectory Road are at capacity. Increased volume of waste and water as a result of 
building on fields to the Northwest, above Church Street will almost certainly increase the volume of water 
flowing downhill into the River Yar and Church Street and thereafter Rectory Road. 
 
The Parish Council and in particular, residents living on Church Street and Rectory Road have advised 
Southern Water on many occasions about raw sewage coming up from drains and onto footpaths 
during/after rainfall.  The last occasion this matter was reported to Southern Water was on the 2nd of August 
2021. 

“Last week, as a result of the heavy downpour, xxxx and xxx said that not only raw sewage but also 
condoms and detritus were overflowing into the garden of xxxxx xxxx, and the adjacent footpath Rectory 
Lane NT22, and also the nearby stream, a tributary of the Eastern Yar.  

Residents are also really concerned about the serious health hazard, not only to residents, but to small 
children using the footpath and to and from the local school.” 

Raw sewage coming up from drains is an ongoing problem in Niton, that will only be exacerbated with the 
addition of 54 dwelling houses and the associated increase in waste and water usage. Until such time as 
Southern Water completely overhaul the capacity of the drains and sewers to manage the current level of 
wastewater, any additional pressure upon the system will ensure that it fails on a more frequent occasion 
and to a higher level.   

The land developers propose to build upon is sodden with water and is a watershed for St Catherine’s 
Down. Historically the field proposed for development was flooded and used to grow watercress in the past. 

The Parish Council cannot see on Planning Application 21/00793/OUT how draining issues are to be 
managed effectively and are deeply concerned about the threat of flooding. 

Insufficient Infrastructure:  Niton Pre-School, Primary School and Doctors surgery are all presently at 
capacity. The community is served with scant public transport and if the development goes ahead, people 
will be required to commute by car out of the area, which will lead to a significant increase in traffic on the 
Roads in and around the village.  
 
The Traffic Survey referenced in the planning application was undertaken in November 2017.  Traffic in 
November 2017 on the Isle of Wight bears no relation to traffic in the summer months, when the majority of 
the Island’s visitors drive or are driven by coach around the Isle of Wight, and through Niton.   
 
Traffic problems caused by volume, speed, and inappropriate size of vehicle in and around Niton have 
dominated Parish Council Meetings over the past number of years due to the closure of the main A3055 
road. The closure of Undercliff Drive means that Niton is now only accessible by B roads that narrow in 
part, to single track roads. This situation is a danger to pedestrians and drivers alike and a solution must be 
found as a matter of urgency before any proposals to further increase the load are allowed. 
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Problems with access in Niton due to volume of traffic and lack of accessible footpaths were last reported 
to Island Roads on the 6th of July 2021, when Island Roads responded: 
 
“It is acknowledged that the road/footway layout in the parish is not very accessible for people with mobility 
impairments. Most options to resolve this would require fairly substantial schemes that would most likely 
involve third party land and the removal of on street parking. This can be considered via the Highways 
Safety & Improvement Register, but the budget available for accessibility schemes is unlikely to cover what 
would be required.”  
 
The width of the proposed vehicular access to the site is unsatisfactory and a potential traffic hazard. The 
Parish Council agrees and supports the comments made by the Development Control Manager at Island 
Roads. Members are concerned about the documented need to extend parking restrictions on the Eastern 
side of Newport Road.  A lot of properties on Newport Road do not have space to park vehicles on their 
properties, as a result, they park on Newport Road.  Parking in this area is always very busy and will, as 
stated by the Development Control Manager at Island Roads have “a negative impact on the already limited 
availability of on-street parking in this area.” 
 
Proposed access to the development on foot, entering via Church Street is very narrow and the Parish 
Council do not feel that the proposed path is wide enough to accommodate wheelchair and mobility scooter 
users.  For safety, the pathway would need to be lit and this in turn would have a negative impact on 
bordering houses and the neighbourhood. 
 
Unsustainable Plan: The Parish Council finds that the proposed development is not sustainable due to its 
location, accessibility, poor infrastructure, and density of building.  
 
Although the proposed development site is not AONB, the development would be clearly visible from the 
surrounding AONB areas.  There is concern of badgers being “funneled” towards the main Road along with 
the impact an additional 54 dwelling houses would have on the night sky and the threat to biodiversity. 
 
Brownfield sites, in areas that provide school places and employment would be a far better, sustainable 
option for 54 new houses.   
 
Members of the Parish Council recognise the requirement for affordable housing and accommodation for 
the elderly.  The Parish Council would be interested in investigating schemes that potentially provide 
smaller numbers of additional housing. 
 
In simple terms, Niton and Whitwell Parish Council feel that the proposal, as an urban housing extension 
lacks anything that would protect or enhance the character and appearance of Niton. The proposed plan 
does not support a sustainable and thriving community. The Parish Council feel that the number of houses, 
additional people and the impact on the local infrastructure will compromise the quality of the surrounding 
environment. 
 
COMMENTS MADE BY THE PUBLIC AND BOB SEELY  

 
Anomalies on the Planning Application 
Q12 on the planning application “is the site near a watercourse” has been filled in incorrectly.  There is a 
spring in the field, under properties 8 and 9 that runs through, down the back of properties in Pan Lane and 
issues forth into the ECR, part of which runs through the gardens of Pan Lane. 
 
It is stated that the access road is not on a bus route, it is on a bus route, school buses use this route. 
Traffic is diverted down this road (including buses) when there has been a traffic accident. 
 
The Traffic Survey was undertaken in November, which is one of the quietest months for traffic on the Isle 
of Wight.  It is well known that there are 2.6 million visitors to the Isle of Wight - predominantly in the 
summer months. 
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The plan states that traffic is only going to increase by 30% to the North of Niton.  This is on the basis that 
people living in the new development would not travel to Ventnor, to the beach, to school or for example, to 
Brighstone. 
 
Infrastructure in Niton and Island wide 
The drains in Niton cannot cope, during heavy rainfall, raw sewage comes up from the drains and onto 
gardens.   
 
54 new houses are 10% more houses than currently exist in the village and the current infrastructure 
cannot cope. 
 
In the Island Roads report, they state that there would be a need to remove parking at the Newport Road 
Junction.  Lots of houses on Newport Road do not have driveways, parking is already a nightmare that will 
just get worse if what little parking there is now, is removed.   
 
Infrastructure in Niton, the Pre School and the Primary School are fully subscribed as is the Doctors 
surgery. A resident explained that he had lived on the Isle of Wight for four years, and could still not get a 
dentist. 
 
Risk of Flooding 
A resident living on Pan Lane stated that the land developers wish to build upon is sodden with water and is 
a watershed for St Catherine’s Down. The field proposed for development was flooded and used to grow 
watercress in the past. 
 
Developers propose that a small tank at the bottom of the field with a small pump gets rid of surface water.  
This will be ineffective and not work, water will flood down off the hills, across the ground and out into the 
Village  
 
The Isle of Wight Council Flood Strategy was last undertaken in 2016 and is up for review on the 31st of 
July 2021. The Flood Strategy clearly states that Church Street is at risk of flooding.   
 
Sustainability 
The development does not make sustainable sense. Brownfield sites, in area’s that provide high levels of 
school places and higher levels of employment would be a far better, sustainable option, than building 54 
new houses in Niton. Moving so many people into an area that does not have employment, school places, 
public transport or the infrastructure is not sustainable development.   
 
The development if it goes ahead will force people to commute out of the area, which will increase traffic 
load on the Roads.  
  
It does not seem right, from a sustainable point of view to take up a whole field to access a housing 
development that is built in a field.  Destroying two fields, for every field of development. 
 
Sustainability and demand do not match.  52 Houses would be over and above Niton’s share of new 
houses.  52 houses represent an 8% share of the houses recommended to be built on the Isle of Wight.  
Niton represents just 1.5% of the Island population.   
 
AONB the Local Area 
We live in a very beautiful area; and although the proposed development site is not marked AONB it is 
adjacent to Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty.  Everywhere you walk in the locality, you will see this 
estate.  
 
Negative effect of the development on our climate. A gentleman ascertained that he had worked for the met 
office in the past, for a number of years and he voiced concern about high rainfall and high temperatures, 
as a result of built-up concreted areas.    
 
Protecting our green land, our habitat, wildlife, and our water life, we need to be protecting our green areas 
and our Villages.  Villages should have protection orders, otherwise we will become one big urban sprawl, 
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and we will no longer be unique. –  we should look to preserve our heritage and our communities.  We are 
meant to be a green island; the development is not sustainable.  
 
How valuable the dark skies are to the Isle of Wight. 
 
Badgers will get funneled onto the Newport Road, endangering their lives and those driving. 
 
 
Bob Seely – Member of Parliament 
Bob Seely was asked “if the Isle of Wight have not met our quota of new homes are we going to be 
penalised by Central Government? “ 
 
Bob Seely answered that as we do not have an up-to-date land supply document, nor an up-to-date Island 
plan, that the assumption is in favour of “sustainable development.” 
 
He asserted that “There is nothing sustainable about low density green field development, they are the 
definition of unsustainability.” Bob explained that there is going to be a new planning law this winter that will 
offer greater local flexibility to consider material consideration, this bill will not come in till next summer. 
 
At present 70% of new housing on the Isle of Wight is on greenfield land, and that almost none of the new 
homes are built for young islanders. 
 
The Isle of Wight has a target of 400/600 new homes a year, there are currently in the region of 350 new 
houses being built a year. Mr. Seely asked for people to contribute to the new Island Plan.   
 
He is strongly recommending that the Isle of Wight plead exceptional circumstance because: 

• IW is separated by sea,  

• Housing market is separate from Hampshire 

• Local housing market is skewed by retirees coming to the IW and paying cash for their homes.  
  

Now 500 new houses have been approved in Ryde, 54 new homes in Niton are arguably not needed. 


